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First Part of the Workshop
Rediscovering myself through
the Sefiros
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A Workshop in 4 stages
1. Getting to know myself
2. Getting to know my emotions and how to deal with them effectively
3. Tools to have a serene life
4. Having healthy relationships
These steps are necessary to build a healthy and peaceful life and to have a
solid foundation for emotional health.
To be able to have a complete Nechama, you need 2 complete halves.
Dr. Warren wrote: “A marriage will be as healthy as the couple's less healthy
partner.”
For Dr. Twerski: “I am sure that a lack of emotional well-being of
one of the partners undermines the marriage.”
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The Sefiros
During the 49 days between Passover and Shavuot we count the Omer. It
is also a period in which we are learning to take back control of our
emotions and working on ourselves to refine our characters step by step
based on the eternal truth which is Torah.
It is a process and we must continually learn to refine ourselves in order to
achieve personal freedom.
Chessed - Kindness, love, benevolence
Gvura - Justice, discipline, restreint
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, compassion
Netzach - Endurance, courage, ambition
Hod - Humility, splendor, gratitude
Yesod - Binding and Foundation
Malchus - Dignity, sovereignty, leadership
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Chesed
Chessed
Kindness, love,
benevolence
Gevurah - Justice,
discipline, restreint
Tiferet - Beauty,
harmony, compassion
Netzach - Endurance,
courage, ambition
Hod - Humility,
splendor, gratitude
Yesod - Binding and
Foundation
Malchus - Nobility,
Dignity, sovereignty,
leadership

Chessed - Kindness, love, benevolence
What is my capacity to love another person?
Am I having trouble giving? Do I make room for someone else?
Am I afraid of my vulnerability, of opening up and being hurt?
Do I respect the one I love or not?
Is my love given appropriately?
Can I have compassion on someone who doesn't deserve it?
Does my love stand up to the challenges and challenges of life?
Do I give love according to my moods or on a constant basis?
Knowing that love comes from Hashem, do I love with complete
humility, while recognizing the great privilege of being able to love?
Do I realize that by loving I receive more than I give?
For love to be eternal, there must be a link; a sense of solidarity which
actualizes love with joint effort.
True love gives personal dignity, an intimate feeling of nobility and
majesty.
He lets you know his true place and his contribution in this world.
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Gevurah
Chessed
Kindness, love,
benevolence
Gevurah - Justice,
discipline, restreint

Gevurah - Justice, discipline, restreint
Is my discipline given with love?
Set standards and expect people to live up to them - only for
love.
Is my discipline reasonable or is it excessive?
Do I have enough discipline in my life and in my interactions?
Is my time being used efficiently?

Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, Does my discipline have the element of compassion?
compassion
Netzach - Endurance,
Is my discipline consistent?
courage, ambition
Is it given consistently or only when forced?
Am I arrogant in the name of what I consider right?
Hod - Humility, splendor,
Am I sitting on a pedestal from which I allow myself to judge on
gratitude
my “subjects”, my children, my students?
Everyone should feel that discipline is important in developing a
Yesod - Binding and
stronger bond, “we were working it together for our mutual
Foundation
benefit.”
Discipline, like love, should strengthen personal dignity.
Malchus - Nobility,
Does my discipline strengthen others and myself or weaken?
Dignity, sovereignty,
leadership
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Tiferet
Chessed
Kindness, love, benevolence

Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, compassion
Is my compassion tender or is it more pity?

Does my compassion for others compromise my own needs?
Gevurah - Justice, discipline, Is she impulsive and reckless?
Have I assessed the compassionate measure needed for a given
restreint
situation?
True compassion is limitless.
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, Compassion for another is achieved by having a selfless attitude,
by rising above yourself, and by placing yourself in the situation
compassion
and experience of the other person.
Is my compassion lasting and consistent?
Netzach - Endurance,
Do I have the ability to be compassionate even when I am busy
courage, ambition
with other activities or only when it suits me?
Hod - Humility, splendor, Do I feel superior to those who need my compassion?
gratitude
Yesod - Binding and
Do you feel connected to the one for whom you have
Foundation
compassion?
Malchus - Nobility, Dignity, Is my compassion expressed in a dignified manner?
sovereignty, leadership
Does it instill dignity in others?
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Netzach
Netzach - Endurance, courage, ambition
Does my endurance make me inflexible?
Chessed
Motivation and determination make me want to be in control?
Kindness, love,
Am I too demanding?
benevolence
Do I believe the end justifies the means?
Does my stamina and determination help me cultivate good habits
Gevurah - Justice,
and change bad habits?
discipline, restreint
Am I lacking in determination?
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, Does my determination compromise my compassion for others?
compassion
Am I graceful in victory?
Examine the intensity of your endurance.
Netzach - Endurance,
courage, ambition
How is your endurance expressed?
Do I attribute my success solely to my own strength and
Hod - Humility, splendor,
determination?
gratitude
Where can I find strength in times when everything seems so dark?
Yesod - Binding and
Endurance without attachment will not last.
Foundation
Malchus - Nobility,
In the face of difficulties, do I behave like a king or a queen, walking
Dignity, sovereignty,
proudly with my head confident in my strengths given by Hashem,
leadership
or am I afraid?
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Hod
Hod - Humility, splendor, gratitude
Chessed
Does my humility make me be more loving and generous?
Kindness, love, benevolence Am I humble and happy or humble and miserable?
Humility must be disciplined and appropriate and respectful.
Gevurah - Justice, discipline, In the name of humility, do I sometimes remain silent and
restreint
neutral in the face of wickedness?
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony,
compassion
Netzach - Endurance,
courage, ambition
Hod - Humility, splendor,
gratitude

Is my humility balanced and beautiful or is it awkward?
Just as humility can lead to compassion, compassion can lead
to humility.
Is my humility seen as a weakness?
Does this cause others to take advantage of me?
Am I proud of my humility?
Do I display it?
Is it interested?
Does my humility separate me from others or bring us closer?

Yesod - Binding and
Foundation
Malchus - Nobility, Dignity, Does my humility make me feel worthy?
sovereignty, leadership
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Yessod
Yesod - Binding and Foundation
Love creates a bond. You cannot bond without love. Is my
Chessed
Kindness, love, benevolence connection expressed in a loving way?
Gevurah - Justice, discipline, Am I an emotional addict? Do people depend too much on
me?
restreint
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony,
compassion
Netzach - Endurance,
courage, ambition
Hod - Humility, splendor,
gratitude
Yesod - Binding and
Foundation

Attachment should be not only loving but also
compassionate.
Am I totally committed to the one with whom I am linked?
Am I aware of the link of the third partner which is Hashem?
Can I stay in touch with someone despite our distinctions?
Am I having difficulty creating links?

Malchus - Nobility, Dignity, Does my bond inhibit the expression of my personality and
my qualities?
sovereignty, leadership
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Malchus
Malchus - Nobility, Dignity, sovereignty, leadership
Does my sovereignty make me more loving?
Chessed
Kindness, love, benevolence Am I exercising my authority and leadership with benevolence?
Am I aware of my limits?
Gevurah - Justice,
discipline, restreint
Do I respect the authority of others?
Tiferet - Beauty, harmony, Am I having trouble delegating?
compassion
Do I realize that an integral part of dignity is compassion?
How determined am I to achieving my goals to be at my full
Netzach - Endurance,
courage, ambition
potential?
Hod - Humility, splendor, Am I humble in my leadership?
gratitude
Yesod - Binding and
Does my leadership prevent me from forming connection?
Foundation
Does my leaderships come from trusting me?
Am I aware of my uniqueness as a person and my personal
contribution?
Malchus - Nobility, Dignity,
Take a moment and focus on yourself, on your true inner self,
sovereignty, leadership
not on your performance and how you project yourself to others.
Be at peace with yourself knowing that Hashem
created a very special person who is you.
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Resolving a conflict
with the Sefiros
1. First we show pure love (putting aside the different) = Chesed
2. We talk about the problem, what bothers us = Gevurah
3. We arrive at a compromise (there is enough solution in this world to find a
solution that suits both of us) = Tiferet
4. We both emerge victorious, and our relationship continues = Netzach
5. We feel humble in the face of this mutual victory because we know it comes
from Hashem giving us the right words to resolve the conflict amicably = Hod
6. Our relationship is strengthening and stabilizing = Yesod
7. Each partner feels worthy and is at their maximum potential = Malchus
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